
  

 

IRELAND’S 

INGENIOUS 

ENGINEERS 

SHOW 
 

This highly creative and exciting engineering show 
explores some of the amazing scientific 
discoveries and engineering feats endeavoured by 
some of our hugely talented Irish Scientists over a 
period of 350 years. 
 
Designing (probably) the best drinking chocolate 
in the world, creating a cloud in a bottle, exploring 
colour changing vegetables, making ice cream in a 
baggie and sending rockets sky high are just a few 
of the creative demonstrations that will be used by 
Sue on her historical scientific journey to fire the 
spirit of discovery within whilst creating lots of 
excitement and opportunities to think like a 
Scientist. 
 
Which gases are explosive and which gas helps to 
put out fires? Why do we call purple cabbages red? 
Why do we need to push the bicycle to help young 
ones learn to ride? Can we make marshmallows 
grow? Who was the first person to walk on the 
moon and which Irish Scientists and Engineers 
helped him to achieve global fame? 
 
With the help of lots of volunteers Scientific Sue 
will attempt to answer these questions and many, 
many more.  
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Our Ingenious Engineers Show 
 

Robert Boyle was a 17th century chemist famous for his invention of his vacuum pump 
and the subsequent Law which came from his experimentation. Boyle’s law describes 
the inversely proportional relationship between absolute pressure and volume of a 
gas, if the temperature is kept constant within a closed system. 
 

Robert Boyle was born in Lismore Castle, County Waterford, to an extremely wealthy 
family and he was able to self-fund his scientific investigations. He had gone on the 
almost obligatory "grand tour" of Europe as a young man and had been impressed by 
Galileo's use of mathematics to solve problems. Whilst living in Oxford, Boyle 
employed an enthusiastic Robert Hooke, (of microscope fame) and others to make 
scientific instruments for him. They used a J-tube filled with mercury to show that if 
the pressure was doubled the volume of air trapped by the mercury in the short arm 
of the J-tube was halved.  
 
They built an improved version of Otto von Guericke's vacuum pump. They used it to 
systematically measure the effect of pressure on the volume of gas. They also showed 
that water boiled at a lower temperature when the pressure was reduced and that 
life depended on air. 
 

 Bell Jar
 Vacuum pump
• Balloons 
 Or Marshmallows

 

1. Blow up a balloon so that it is half inflated, and tie it off. 
2. Put the balloon in to the bell jar and use the pump to remove the air from the jar. 

The balloon will expand to almost double its initial size as the pressure in the 
chamber decreases. 

3. Switch the pump off and let the air re-enter the jar. The balloon will deflate back 
to its’ original size, whilst doing this it flies around the chamber at great speed. 

Even though we can’t see the air, we shouldn’t think of it as empty space. The air is 
made up of molecules which are in constant motion. When placed in a container, 
these molecules exert a force on the container’s walls. 
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When the balloon is initially blown up, the air on the inside pushes out with the same 
force as the air on the outside of the balloon is pushing inwards. When the vacuum 
pump is switched on the number of air molecules outside of the balloon decreases – 
the number of pushes on the outside therefore decreases so we say the air pressure 
is decreased. However, the air trapped inside of the balloon is still pushing out at full 
strength. As more and more air is removed from the bell jar, the balloon expands to 
nearly fill the chamber – sometimes it may even burst – to the joy of the audience. 

 The British Museum owes its existence to Sir Hans Sloane, a physician and naturalist 
who was born in Killyleagh, Co Down. Sloane was seriously ill in his teens, possibly 
with tuberculosis and smallpox. As a result, he became something of a health fanatic 
which could explain why he trained as a physician. He was so good at it he became 
physician to King George 1 and his Queen! In 1687, he was appointed surgeon to the 
West Indies fleet, and left to spend 2 years in the Caribbean. Whist there he studied 
the islands’ natural history and climate, and acquired 800 plant specimens, which 
formed the start of his collection. He was also introduced to the local cocoa drink. It 
was a heady, bitter, fiery, spicy drink, a drink which Sloane definitely did not like! The 
fiery part was due to the addition of chilli peppers. 

 

 

 

The fiery cocoa drink was very popular with the local people, however, Sloane found 
it quite nauseating, so he set about trying to find a recipe that would make it more 
palatable to him and his fellow travellers. 
 
After experimenting with many variations, he finally decided on mixing it with milk 
and sugar and so began the drink I love the most – Milk Chocolate. He developed the 
recipe which was manufactured and sold by Nicolas Sanders. 
 
London apothecaries (pharmacies) sold his drinking chocolate as a remedy, and 
Cadbury’s popularised it in the 1800’s – long after Sloane had died. 
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• 2 cups whole milk 
• 1 teaspoon honey 
• 70 g dark chocolate, chopped 
• 30 g Hans Sloane Milk Chocolate 
• 1/8 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
• 1/8 teaspoon chili powder 
• ½ small orange, zested 
• small sieve 

 

 

 
1. Add all of the ingredients to a medium saucepan and heat on low, stirring with 

a whisk until the chocolate has melted. 
2. Continue to heat until the sipping chocolate has turned a nice dark brown 

colour and is warm (10 to 15 minutes), stirring occasionally. Do not heat the 
milk to boiling.  

3. Strain the sipping chocolate into 4 cups. Serve immediately. 
 

 
In recent years, a centuries-old tradition, passed down 
from the Mayans and Aztecs is now being used by 
chocolatiers today. This is the tradition that Sloane truly 
disliked; the addition of chillies to chocolate! Chocolate’s 
long-lost secrets can be traced back over 2,000 years to 
Mexico and Central America. First discovered by the 
Aztec and Mayan peoples, the original chocolate brew, 
xocatyl, was made by grinding the cacao bean with 
chillies, herbs, annatto (a natural red food colouring) and 
cornmeal. The frothed tincture was held in the highest 
regard, believed to bestow wisdom and virility to all who 
sipped it. 

 

Most of the chilli-chocolate recipes feature dark chocolate as opposed to milk 
chocolate since the darker richer chocolate tends to enhance, rather than 
overwhelm, the flavour of the chillies.  

 

 

 

 

Ecuadorian Cocoa Farmer  
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One of the reasons that people are drawn to the heat of the 
chili pepper is because spicy foods like chilies cause the body 
to release the body’s natural pain-relievers, endorphins, 
when ingested. This process is kick-started by capsaicin, a 
chemical in the chili pepper that cause us to perceive the 
spiciness or the sensation of heat, thus causing the release of 
the natural high of the endorphins.  

 

 
Born in Bordeaux in 1728 to an Irish father and a Scottish mother, Joseph Black spent 
his working life in Scotland. He is considered one of the world's most eminent chemists 
and one of the founding fathers of the science of chemistry.  

Black was a modest man and an excellent teacher. His meticulous research techniques 
were an inspiration to others in his day and have remained so today. In 1750, gases 
were still thought of as mysterious substance. Black changed all that. Through a series 
of careful experiments, he discovered the first gas, carbon dioxide; and he proved that 
it was present in the atmosphere, that it behaved like an acid, and could take part in 
chemical reactions, just like solids and liquids. 

 
 

The recorded history of balances goes back to at least 5000 BC, and in fact the very 
word ‘balance’ arises from the Latin ‘Bilanx’ meaning ‘two pans’. The modern two –
pan analytical balance was invented by Black while still a student.  Black developed 
the analytical balance based on a light-weight beam balanced on a wedge-
shaped fulcrum. Each arm carried a pan on which the sample or standard weights was 
placed. It far exceeded the accuracy of any other balance of the time and became an 
important scientific instrument in most chemistry laboratories. 

For 200 years, from 1750 to 1950, these two-pan balances were the industry and 
laboratory standard. However, from 1948 onwards, the one-pan balance began to 
become the most common type used.  

 An Aztec woman generates foam 
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Blacks discovery of carbon dioxide paved the way for the discovery of other gases, such 
as nitrogen, chlorine and ozone and especially Lavoisier’s discovery of oxygen.  
 

In 1750, Black began experimenting with magnesium carbonate and calcium 
carbonate. By rigorously weighing everything, he found that when he heated 1 oz (28g) 
of magnesium carbonate for an hour it lost 7/12 of its weight. Something must have 
been emitted, and Black spent 2 years chasing this volatile substance.  
 

After a series of experiments, he showed that it was a gas which he called ‘fixed air’, 
and which we now know as carbon dioxide. 
 

Black also took an interest in the science of heat. In the 18th century there were 
several competing theories about the nature of heat and how it related to 
temperature. Black's investigations not only clarified the distinction between 
temperature and heat, but also resulted in the theory of latent heat.  
 

Black found that as ice melts, it absorbs heat, yet its temperature does not rise; he 
concluded that the heat mixed with the ice and became hidden or ‘latent’. This latent 
heat is used to change the state from a solid to a liquid; a similar phenomenon happens 
when a liquid comes to the boil and becomes a gas. 
 

Around this time, Black met James Watt in Glasgow, and they became friends and 
collaborators. Watt was a skilled engineer investigating the efficiency of steam 
engines. He produced model engines for Black to use in his lectures on the properties 
of heat.  
 

 

Black also discovered that, for every substance, there is a specific amount of heat, or 
a specific heat, that is needed to increase its temperature by 1 degree. 
 

 
• Drinks bottle with pop-up lid 
• Water 
• Dark coloured balloon 
• Long pole to attach balloon to 
• Safety glasses 
• Drip tray or upside-down umbrella 
• Elastic band 
• Fire lighter (one with a long handle)  
• Brave voluntee 
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Half fill a 500-ml bottle with water. Push the pop-up lid down.  Partially blow up the 
balloon and very carefully, without losing any air, place the neck of the balloon over 
the pop-up lid.  Turn the bottle up-side down.  Open the lid and squirt water into 
the balloon.  Push the lid in again, remove the balloon carefully! Then continue 
blowing up the balloon until it is ¾ of its maximum size.  Tie it shut. This is all done 
behind the scenes. 
 
Secure the balloon with the aid of an elastic band to the end of a stick and then hold 
the balloon over the head of your apprentice. Give it a shake. Ask ‘What do I have 
inside this balloon?’ then ‘What can I do to the balloon to allow this magical liquid 
to escape?’ You will receive lots of shouts relating to burst it with a pin… but pull out 
your cooks lighter. Click it so that you have a flame. They will squeal with delight 
knowing that you are going to burst it with fire. Your volunteer at this stage will look 
slightly perplexed! 
 
It is at this point you could introduce an umbrella. Your volunteer will be pleased - 
your audience will groan. It is up to you whether you keep the umbrella or discard 
it!! 

Now click your lighter, slowly move the flame up under the balloon until the flame 
is touching the skin of the balloon. Your audience will have gone silent. They will be 
confused! What should the heat energy do to the balloon? 

Do the above with as much flare as you can muster, but make sure the flame only 
touches the under section of the balloon which is in contact with the water. Allow 
the flame to touch the skin of the balloon for several seconds.  You will start to see 
soot forming on the underside of the balloon but magically the balloon doesn’t 
burst. 

Now ask your very brave volunteer to hold the umbrella upside down. Repeat the 
demonstration, holding the balloon over the umbrella, but this time slowly work 
your way up from the bottom of the balloon, past the water level.  At this point the 
balloon will burst and water splashes in the umbrella! 

 

 
When you start blowing into the balloon the balloon starts to get bigger, the skin 
starts to stretch to facilitate the added air.  Potential energy is stored in this stretched 
rubber. We can use this energy to demonstrate the Law of Conservation of Energy: 
Energy cannot be created or destroyed just changed from one form to another. 
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If you just keep blowing into the balloon there will come a point when the pressure 
inside the balloon is too high for the rubber material to support.  The skin weakens 
rapidly and the balloon bursts. The stored potential energy is converted mainly into 
sound energy but also into kinetic energy of the moving pieces of the broken balloon 
and a little bit of heat energy. 

Before you add the water to the balloon you may want to blow up a balloon with a 
pump so that it bursts – this will add to the excitement and you will get an idea of 
how big you can blow your balloon up before it bursts. 

When the flame from the lighter or a candle is placed against a balloon just filled 
with air the heat from the flame will weaken the rubber to a point where it is too 
weak to resist the air pressure and the balloon bursts.  Adding water inside the 
balloon prevents this from happening because water absorbs most of the heat from 
the flame – it conducts the heat away from the rubber and therefore the rubber 
doesn’t weaken – unless of course you accidentally go beyond the water margin 
which would lead to your volunteer becoming very wet!! Oops! 

Joseph Black found out that water is a very good absorber of heat energy; it takes 
10 times as much heat energy to raise the temperature of 1g of water by 1oC than it 
does to raise the temperature of 1g of iron by 1oC. This is why it takes such a long 
time for a kettle filled with water to come to the boil.  The bonus of this phenomenon 
is that water releases a lot of heat into the surrounding atmosphere when it cools.  
This is why areas near oceans and large lakes do not get as cold in the winter as areas 
at the same latitude further in land. 

 

 
• Vinegar (ethanoic acid)  
• Small clean plastic bottle 
• Baking soda (sodium hydrogen 

carbonate)  
• Small funnel 
• 2 balloons 
• 2 sets of kitchen scales 
• Tall glass beaker 
• Small candle and matches 
• Volunteer 
• Safety glasses 
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With the help of a funnel put two tablespoons of baking soda into one of the 
balloons. Pour about 100 ml of clear vinegar into the bottle. Very carefully stretch 
the opening of the balloon over the neck of the bottle without allowing any of the 
powder to enter the bottle. Ask your volunteer to hold the bottle in their left hand, 
preferably with their hand in contact with the neck of the balloon and bottle – they 
are to use their right hand to gently lift the section of the balloon holding the powder 
and allow the powder to drop into the bottle. At this stage, lots of carbon dioxide gas 
will be formed and the reason for holding the balloon onto the bottle will become 
apparent! If the balloon isn’t held firmly enough it may pop off, but hopefully it will 
remain in place getting bigger and bigger – much to the concern of your volunteer 
and joy of your audience. 
 
When the reaction is complete, remove the balloon from the bottle and tie the neck. 
 
Blow up the second balloon so that it is roughly the same size as the one containing 
carbon dioxide.  Tie the neck. Place the balloons in your volunteers’ hands. Ask them 
if they experience a difference in weights? (They should!)  Place the balloons on the 
kitchen scales. Is there is measurable difference in weight? 
Ask your assistant to hold both balloons up and drop them together – which one hits 
the ground first? They should in theory hit the ground at the same time because the 
same accelerating force – gravity - is acting on them. In fact, the one filled with CO2 
hits the ground first, this is because as well as the force of gravity acting downwards 
there is also an upward force acting on the balloons due to friction caused by 
collisions with the surrounding air – air resistance. The effect is similar to that of a 
feather being dropped. The lighter balloon, the one filled with air, feels the effects of 
the upward air resistance more than the other heavier balloon. 
 
Pour some vinegar into the glass. Add a large tablespoon of baking soda to it. Put the 
glass down onto the table top. Light your candle. Lift up the glass and pour the heavy 
carbon dioxide gas over the flame. The flame will be extinguished.  
 

 

When the vinegar (ethanoic acid) is mixed with the baking soda (sodium 
bicarbonate) a chemical reaction takes place. Lots of carbon dioxide bubbles are 
formed in a very short period of time. 
 
This experiment is an example of a reaction between an acid (vinegar) and a base 
(baking soda). Such reactions typically form a “salt” and water. 
 

Because the acid component in this experiment is ethanoic acid, it allows the 
production of one of the products to be sodium ethanoate. That is the stuff referred  
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to as the “salt.” In this experiment, the base has a carbonate component; hence 
carbon dioxide is also formed. 
 
The fancy shorthand symbols used by scientists to represent our reaction are: 

Ethanoic acid +  sodium bicarbonate  makes  sodium ethanoate +  carbonic acid. 
(vinegar)               (baking soda) 
 
The NaC2H3O2 is the salt called sodium ethanoate. The H2CO3 (carbonic acid) then 
breaks down into water and carbon dioxide: 

This break down is rapid and the balloon expands quickly. 
Instead of a bottle you could use a medium sized Ziploc bag and wrap a large 
spoonsful of baking soda in a thin piece of tissue – this is the detonator! Get you’re 
a volunteer to hold the parcel of powder on the inside of the bag above the vinegar 
level whilst you securely fasten the bag. At this stage, you can bring out the safety  
 

Carbon dioxide in the liquid form is found in many fire extinguishers.  For it to be 
liquid it is kept at certain pressures and temperatures, an extinguisher can only be 
used once for this reason. When released the liquid CO2 quickly changes into a gas.  
This gas is heavier than air and sinks downwards. If aimed correctly the gas forms a 
blanket covering over the fire – blocking out the oxygen required for combustion. 
The fire is extinguished. 
 

Everything is made of chemicals, and all chemicals are made of tiny particles called 
atoms.  During a chemical reaction, one group of atoms are shuffled and taken apart, 
they get mixed with the other atoms to form a different group and make a new 
chemical.  Similarly, when vinegar is mixed with bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) 
one of the new chemicals formed is the gas CO2.  The bubbles of this gas can be used 
to turn a pop-lid drinks bottle into a most amazing volcano! 

 

  

Clanny was born in Bangor, County Down. He trained as a physician in Edinburgh, 
and served as an assistant surgeon in the Royal navy. Clanny spent most of his life 
trying to diminish the loss of life from explosions in collieries. 
 
Before electricity was available, mines were lit by naked flame, exposing 
underground workers to the ever-present danger of gas explosion.  
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By the beginning of the 19th century, increasing industrial activity meant more 
mines were being worked. Coal particularly was being extracted from seams of ever 
greater distance and depth.  
 
Before the advent of portable electric lamps in the early 20th century, miners tried 
various ways to illuminate their work, including using phosphorescent dried fish 
skin, making sparks by striking flint on steel and carrying candles or oil lamps. The 
danger of igniting flammable gases released during mining operations made the 
provision of safe lighting an urgent requirement. 
 
The explosive potential of coal dust wasn't recognised at the time and all accidental 
explosions in coal mines were attributed to a gas known as firedamp (methane). 
Also, known as carbureted hydrogen, this lighter-than-air gas is formed in the 
bacteriological decay of cellulose, and is common in coal deposits — coal being 
fossilised plant matter. 
 
A gas-laden atmosphere can detonate in a range of concentrations of firedamp to 
air of between 5 and 15 percent. Its combustion in an enclosed space like a mine 
gallery produces the asphyxiant gases afterdamp (a mixture of nitrogen, carbon 
monoxide and carbon dioxide) and blackdamp, or chokedamp, containing argon, 
water vapour,  
nitrogen and carbon dioxide. The unfortunate victims of such an explosion either 
burned to death or suffocated. 

 
 

Prompted by a tragic accident at Felling Colliery in 
1812, when at least 90 men and boys were killed, 
safety lamps were devised independently by our 
physician Dr. William Reid Clanny (1776-1850), 
scientist Sir Humphry Davy (1778-1829) and self-
taught engineer George Stephenson.  
 

In 1813, Clanny completed his first lamp consisting of a candle in a glass surround. 
Below the glass was a trough containing water through which air was forced by a pair 
of bellows. Fumes bubbled out through another water chamber above. This 
invention allowed miners to work safely in the presence of flammable gases. Early 
machines were quite cumbersome. But Clanny later succeeded in reducing the 
weight of the lamp to just under 1 kilogram. Davy and Stephenson producing their 
safety lamps in 1815. 
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• 70% Isopropyl Alcohol 
(see CLEAPSS Hazcard) 

• Safety Matches 
• Wooden splint 
• Polycarbonate bottle, 18 L 
• Tongs 
• Measuring cylinder 
• Eye protection 
• Safety shield 

 

 

 
A mixture of alcohol and air in a large 
polycarbonated bottle is ignited. The resulting 
rapid combustion reaction, often accompanied by 
a dramatic ‘whoosh’ sound and flames, 
demonstrates the large amount of chemical 
energy released in the combustion of flammable 
materials. 
 

Safety glasses must be worn.  
 

Select a safe, level place for the demonstration, with at least 2.5 m clearance above 

the top of the vessel to the ceiling above, and no flammable materials above it. 

Set out the bottles containing the alcohols and the beakers at least 1 m away from 
the demonstration. No flames within 1 m. Students at least 4 m away. 
 
1   The reaction vessel consists of a large polycarbonate bottle, as used in workplace 
water dispensers. These have a volume of 16 - 20 dm3. A clean, dry bottle is required 
for each demonstration. It takes time to clean and dry it once it has been used for a 
demonstration. For this reason, up to 4 bottles may be required. The bottle must be 
made of polycarbonate (marked PC) and of no other material. 
 
Your container needs to be dry, any water present will affect the demonstration in 
a negative way – between shows I dry mine using a hair dryer. 
 
2    Attach a wooden splint to the end of the meter rule or stick using adhesive tape, 
angling the splint so that when the meter rule is horizontal, the splint is sloping 
downwards.  
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1. Pour about 40 cm3 of the selected alcohol into a beaker and then transfer into 
the reaction vessel. 

2. Insert the rubber stopper and roll the reaction vessel on its side for 10 seconds, 
to and fro, allowing the alcohol to vaporise and the vapour to fill the vessel. Do 
not warm the alcohol. 

3. Pour surplus liquid alcohol back into the beaker, draining the vessel as 
completely as possible, and move the beaker back to the rest of the alcohol 
stock, away from any risk of catching fire. Surplus liquid left in the vessel may 
ignite and set fire to the vessel as well. 

4. Stand the reaction vessel securely inside the safety screens and remove the 
stopper. Light the wooden splint, and apply the lighted end of the splint to the 
open neck of the vessel. Do not lean over the screens to apply the ignition. It is 
dangerous to ignite by dropping a lighted match into the vessel when using 
ethanol or methanol. For both propanol’s, this method may be used providing 
the neck of the bottle is above head height 

 The alcohol vapour should ignite with a loud ‘whoosh’, with flames shooting 
out of the top of the vessel – : there must be at least 1.5 m clear space 
above the bottle; Safety glasses must be worn.

 
This demonstration is the subject of a Supplementary Risk Assessment by CLEAPSS, 
SRA06, which is available on their website. Schools which are unsure of the 
password should phone CLEAPSS on 01895 251496. Teachers should also, of course, 
consult their own employer's Risk Assessment. 
 
The experiment dramatically demonstrates just how much chemical energy is 
released from such a small quantity of fuel. 
 
The flame colour varies with the proportion of carbon in the alcohol molecule. With 
methanol and ethanol there is a very quick ‘whoosh’ sound and a blue flame shoots 
out of the bottle. With propan-1-ol and propan-2-ol, the sound is similar but the 
reaction is slightly slower, easier to observe, and blue and yellow flames may be 
observed ‘dancing’ in the bottle. The presence of water reduces the likelihood of 
dancing flames. 
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• Candle  
• Matches 
• Shallow dish 
• Clear tall jar 
• 1 cup of coloured water 

1. Pour the coloured water into the dish – you need a depth of at least 1 cm 
2. Place the candle, upright, in the middle of the dish 
3. Light the candle 
4. Turn the jar over and lower it over the burning candle. Keep watching the water 

level inside the glass. 
5. At first, the candle stays burning and the water level rises slowly. You will also 

see some bubbles escaping from the inside of the jar. About the time the candle 
is extinguished the speed at which the water rises increases. Why does this 
happen. 

6. Repeat the experiment several more times so that an explanation as why the 
water rises can be discussed. 

A candle flame is actually a chemical reaction in action. The candle wax reacts with 
the oxygen in the air. Putting the jar over the candle keeps oxygen from outside the 
jar from getting in. The reaction can only use the oxygen that is already in the jar.  
 
Combustion requires air relatively rich in oxygen. It is important to note that the 
candle does not use up all the oxygen in the jar, it just will not burn once air has lost 
about 30% of its oxygen, and in most cases candle flames die well before then. So, 
when that oxygen concentration is used up, the reaction can’t keep going. Running 
out of oxygen makes the flame go out, but what makes the water rise?  
 
A common misconception is that the consumption of oxygen by the flame in the 
container is a factor in the water rising. There may be a slight possibility that  
 
there would be a tiny rise in the water from the flame using up oxygen but it’s 
extremely small compared to the actual reason. Simply put, the water would rise 
imperceptibly at a steady rate as the oxygen were consumed. You likely saw the 
level rise almost all at once and pretty much after the flame went out. 
 
At first, the flame heats the air inside the container and this hot air expands quickly. 
Some of the expanding air escapes from under the vase where you might have seen 
some bubbles. When the flame fades and goes out, the air in the container cools 
and cooler air contracts or takes up less space. That contraction creates a weak 
vacuum – or lower pressure – in the container. The higher-pressure region outside  
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the container presses down on the water in the dish, in other words, the outside air 
pushes water into the container until the pressure is equalised inside and outside 
the container. The water stops rising when that pressure equalisation is reached.  
 
The combustion reaction for a typical candle produces water (in the form of water 
vapour) and carbon dioxide. Unsurprisingly, these products are rather hot, making 
them less dense than normal air. They float upward to the top of the jar. Some of 
the water vapour will likely condense there, but the carbon dioxide simply 
accumulates, forcing other gases down. (This is one reason why we are told to crawl 
if we are in a burning building: the oxygen-rich air is near the floor.) The 
accumulating CO2 eventually reaches the candle and snuffs it out by interfering with 
its oxygen supply.  
 
So, in conclusion, candles in closed containers do not go out because they use up all 
the oxygen. Rather, the hot carbon dioxide (and to a lesser extent water vapour) 
given off in combustion accumulates at the top, pushing down other gases (most 
importantly, oxygen), and eventually stifles the flame.  

 
 

 

 

 James Murry was born at Culnady, County Londonderry. He was educated in 
Edinburgh and at the young age of 19 was appointed apothecary at Belfast’s 
Dispensary and Fever Hospital (Later the Royal) but left after a year to set up on his 
own as a surgeon and apothecary in High Street, Belfast. 
 

 
 In 1829 Murray used a fluid magnesia preparation of his own design to treat the lord 

Lieutenant of Ireland and the Marquis of Anglesey. He became so successful he was 
knighted. Murray’s magnesia product was patented 2 years after his death and sold 
world-wide under the name of Milk of Magnesia. 
 

The first Miner's Safety Lamp 
A boy was required to keep 
blowing the bellows to supply 
the candle with air. 
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• A red cabbage  
• Saucepan  
• Water 
• Sieve  
• Clear plastic beakers 
• Paper towels 
• Safety glasses 
• 2 Assistants 
• Bucket 

 

 

 
Chop up the red cabbage, place it in a saucepan and add just enough water to barely 
cover it.  Bring the water to the boil, and simmer for about 15 minutes.  Pour the 
water through a sieve.  This purple water is your indicator dye – store in a clear plastic 
drinks bottle. Label: Red Cabbage Indicator – DO NOT DRINK! 
 
You will shortly be able to buy dried, powdered cabbage from me – watch out for my 
online store going live early 2019! 
 

Half fill one of the beakers with vinegar and hand this to assistant 1. Half fill the 
second beaker with water and add two tablespoons of bicarbonate of soda (baking 
soda) to it and stir; hand this beaker to assistant 2. The amount of showmanship is 
up to you but make sure you highlight the fact that the vinegar is an acid and the 
baking soda is a base (which when dissolved in water makes an alkali solution). 
 
Get your audience to guess what will happen when a squirt of the purple coloured 
cabbage juice is added to each of the beakers.  The bicarbonate of soda solution 
(alkali) will turn the cabbage water a greeny-blue colour. The vinegar (acid) will turn 
the cabbage water a reddish-pink colour.  The cabbage dye behaves as an indicator; 
a chemical substance which changes colour, depending on the acidity or alkalinity of 
its environment. 
 
Finally ask which assistant should pour the contents of their beaker into the other 
assistants’ beaker – you could mention here that there is a strong possibility that a 
reaction will occur and the size of the reaction might depend on which beaker is 
poured first (? .. just adding to the excitement!) hence the need for safety glasses. 
 

Eyewear should be worn by your assistants just in case 
there is splash back. 
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The purple colour in the red cabbage comes from a class of pigments called 
anthocyanins; this pigment is also found in the skin of red apples, grapes, plums and 
is the pigment in leaves which turn red in the autumn. 
 
When the vinegar is mixed with the baking soda solution a chemical reaction takes 
place. You not only see a colour change; the end solution will be a purple colour – 
indicating neutralisation has taken place, but LOTS of bubbles of carbon dioxide are 
formed; these bubbles are as a result of the reaction. Provided that the beakers had 
enough liquid in them to begin with they will not have a large enough volume to hold 
the bubbles and they will cascade over the top of the beakers leaving a very wet mess 
on the floor – hence the bucket! I actually use a large tray used by builders to mix 
cement to collect the splashes. 
 
When the vinegar (ethanoic acid) is mixed with the baking soda (sodium hydrogen 
carbonate – yes yet another name for the same compound!) a chemical reaction 
takes place. Lots of carbon dioxide bubbles are formed in a very short period of time. 
 
This experiment is an example of a reaction between an acid (vinegar) and a base 
(baking soda). Such reactions typically form a “salt” and water. See pages 9 & 10. 
 
Most of the time carbon dioxide is a gas.  It is in the air around us, plants use it to 
make food, and we breathe it out as a waste product due to the respiration reactions 
taking place within the cells of our bodies.  In scientific shorthand carbon dioxide is 
written as CO2, this is a very useful way of letting us see what and how many atoms 
are used to form carbon dioxide. The C means there is one atom of carbon and the 
O2 means there are two atoms of oxygen. Solid CO2 is called dry ice. 
 
Acidity is measured on a pH scale which runs from 0 (most acidic) to 14 (most basic 
or alkaline). A substance which is neither acidic nor basic is called ‘neutral’ and has a 
pH of 7. An acid solution contains an excess of hydrogen ions (H+), in other words, pH 
is a measure of how acidic a solution is or how many H+ ions are present. Alkaline 
solutions have a pH greater then 7 meaning they have less free H+ ions than that of 
neutral water. 
 

 

 
Murray set up a medical practice in Belfast in 1808. Exploring the therapeutic uses 
of magnesium carbonate. He patented a production process for ‘fluid magnesia’, a 
mild laxative and antacid, and set up a factory in Belfast to produce the medicine. 
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By products of the process included sodium and potassium bicarbonates and 
silicate, which when treated with sulphuric acid could be used as an artificial 
fertiliser. Murray conducted trials in 1817 and continued to develop and produce 
synthetic fertilisers. 
 

 
 As well as being an inventor Murray was Ireland’s first Inspector of Anatomy 

following the passage of the 1832 Anatomy Act, which legalised the supply of 
cadavers to teaching hospitals and ended the practice of body snatching. He died 
in Dublin in December 1871. 
 

 

• 100 mL Milk of Magnesia 
• 500 mL beaker 
• 250 mL tap water 
• 10 mL universal indicator 
• Magnetic stirrer 
• 50 mL Ethanoic Acid or HCl 
• Pipette 

 

  
 

 
1. Add 250 mL of tap water to the 500 mL beaker. 
2. Add about 10 mL of Universal Indicator. Remember that Universal Indicator – 

the solution should be green, however will turn red on the far acidic end of the 
scale and dark blue on the alkaline side.   

3. Add a couple squirts of the acid, using the pipette, until the solution becomes 
red. This is the acid in your stomach. 

4. Use the magnetic stirrer to create a steady mix of the liquids. If you don't have 
a magnetic stirrer, hire a kid to stir it by hand.  

5. Pour in 100 mL of the Milk of Magnesia – to settle your acidic stomach. 
6. You'll see that the solution turns a light blue, indicating that it is slightly basic 

due to the small amount of the Mg(OH)2.   
7. While stirring the solution, add more of the acid (it doesn't have to be precise) 

and observe the rapid colour change. The mixture quickly changes to red 
because the acid disperses throughout the beaker.   

8. The acid neutralises the small amount of hydroxide ion from the Mg(0H)2 that 
has dissolved first, then turns the solution acidic. However, as more of the 
Mg(0H)2 from the suspensions gradually dissolves into solution, the acid is 
neutralised and eventually the solution becomes basic.  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9. You'll hear screams of “Do it again!” ... and why not? Add more acid and watch 
as the liquid goes from red to orange to yellow to green and eventually settles 
at the bluish-purple colour. In other words, the mixture  changes through the 
entire Universal Indicator colour range! In time, all of the acid will react with 
the magnesium hydroxide and the solution will remain red.  
 

 
Our stomachs produce gastric acid to aid in digestion. This acid is mainly composed 
of hydrochloric acid, HCl, that is secreted by cells of the stomach lining called 
parietal cells. Excessive secretion of this acid is common and can lead to many 
stomach problems such as gastritis, gastric ulcers and peptic acid disease. These 
disorders are treated by antacids which reduce the amount of acid in the stomach 
by various means. 
 
Most antacids contain weak bases and they neutralise the stomach acids by reacting 
with them chemically. Some of the most common bases that are used as antacids 
are: 
• Mg(OH)2, magnesium hydroxide, or "Milk of Magnesia" 
• Al(OH)3, aluminium hydroxide 
• NaHCO3, sodium bicarbonate 
• CaCO3, calcium carbonate 

 
These chemicals are used because they are weak bases – strong bases would lead 
to the risk of damaging the stomach if too much were taken. Bases neutralise acids 
by reacting with them to produce a salt and water.  
An example of this reaction for Milk of Magnesia is: 
 
Weak base + hydrochloric acid à salt + water 
 

Milk of Magnesia is a liquid used as an antacid and, sometimes, a laxative.  
 

 

 
Until 1861, it was thought that the gaseous elements, such as hydrogen, nitrogen 
and oxygen, were permanent gases, and that this was their only state. But Belfast 
born Andrews, who was Queen’s University Belfast’s first professor of chemistry, 
proved that, under the right conditions, any gas can be made into a liquid.  
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Andrews is most famous for his work on gases. In one critical series 
of experiments, he trapped samples of carbon dioxide gas in 
heavy-duty glass tubing; he put the gas under pressure, and 
carefully monitored how it changed. His experiments echo the 
work done nearly 200 years earlier by a chemist called Robert 
Boyle. Andrews, however, worked at higher temperatures and 
pressures and showed that for carbon dioxide the temperature of 
31oC was critical: below that temperature, by  
increasing the pressure, he could compress the gas and eventually 
liquefy it; but above that temperature no amount of pressure 
would liquefy the gas. 
 
Six years later a French chemist made liquid Oxygen.  

 • 1-2 litre, clear PET plastic bottle – only use 
bottles that have had fizzy drinks in. 

• Air pump (pressure gauge optional)  
• Water  
• Rubbing alcohol  
• Safety glasses 
• Solid rubber stopper (See NOTE in Step 3.)  
• Metal inflation needle – as used to inflate 

footballs 

 

 
 

1. Pour just enough warm (bath temperature warm) 
water to cover the bottom of the plastic bottle. NOTE: 
Do not use hot water as it will melt the bottle  

2. Swirl the plastic bottle to allow the warm water to 
spread more within the bottle.  

3. NOTE: The metal inflation needle needs to go through 
the stopper. From the bottom of the stopper, drill a 
hole through the center of the stopper that’s a little smaller than the inflation 
needle. The needle should slide easily through the stopper from the top to the 
bottom but still be tight enough to seal the air inside the bottle. The tip of the 
needle goes inside the bottle and the pump connection goes outside. Attach the 
pump to the inflation tube. 

4. Connect the stopper to the pump and hold on tightly as you pump air in.  

Andrew's apparatus.  
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5. After roughly 5 pumps let go of the stopper. Some faint clouds should form. Play 

around with the pump to get a thicker but smaller cloud. Encourage students to 
think about how the pumping process could affect the size of the cloud. How 
does this relate to the process of condensation?  

6. Now, double the pressure by pumping 10 times instead. Ask students what they 
observe. Does the cloud appear to be thicker or thinner? The cloud should be 
more apparent once the stopper is released.  

7. Repeat this experiment pumping 20 times Once again, ask students what they 
observe. Is there a correlation between pressure and the cloud size?  

8. Empty the water from the bottle.  
9. Place a few drops of rubbing alcohol in the plastic bottle.  
10. As done previously with the water, swirl the liquid inside so it coats the sides of 

the bottle and then place the rubber stopper.  
11. Use the pump once again to build up the pressure and then release the stopper 

to make the cloud appear. Have students observe the cloud size. What effect 
does the alcohol have on the cloud?  

 

 
Clouds are a familiar sight to any child yet they can be as mysterious as the stars in 
the night sky. This lesson uses some of this natural curiosity to teach basic concepts 
of chemistry such as phase change while making miniature clouds. The basic theory 
states that vapour can condense into clouds by adding pressure or adding more 
vapour. In the first part of the experiment a hand pump introduces more pressure, 
in the second part rubbing alcohol introduces more vapour.  
 
These main ideas can be related back to real life examples. For instance, when the 
sunlight is in contact with a body of water, the water evaporates to form water 
vapour. Water vapour molecules jumble together and rise upwards into the air. 
When the thermal energy between molecules is not strong enough to pull the 
molecules apart, the molecules stick together and form little droplets which 
eventually comprise of a cloud.  

 

 
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, was born on 26 June, 1824 at 21-25 College Square 
East, Belfast. This location was later home to the first cinema in Belfast – The Kelvin’. 
He was taught by his father, a professor of mathematics. In 1832, the family moved 
to Glasgow where Thomson attended university from the age of 10. 
 
In Glasgow, Thomson created the first physics laboratory in Britain. He was a pioneer 
in many different fields, particularly electromagnetism and thermodynamics.  
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Whist studying the nature of heat, Kelvin realised that it would be useful to be able 
to define extremely low temperatures precisely. In 1848, he proposed an absolute 
temperature scale. 
 
After further research, Kelvin formulated the second law of thermodynamics. This 
states that heat will not flow from a colder to a hotter body. 
 

 
 William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) was an ingenious inventor, theoretician and scientist. 

His greatest invention was designing the equipment which made it possible to send 
and receive telegraphic signals over very long submarine cables; this gave birth to 
the telecommunications revolution, and brought him fame and fortune. However, 
he is most remembered for his work on the nature of heat and energy. 
 
In 1848, he noted that a gas loses 1/273 of its 0oC – volume with every 1oC drop in 
temperature. He then suggested that -273 oC would be thermodynamic zero and 
called this point absolute zero. So, Thomson devised the absolute temperature scale, 
now called the 'Kelvin scale'. 1K is equivalent to 1oC and freezing point on the Celsius 
scale 0oC corresponds to 273K. 
 

 
• Gloves 
• Large tub with secure lid 
• Small band 
• Small re-sealable bag 
• 5o ml full fat milk 
• Squirt of cream 
• Large spoon of Nesquik (chocolate, 

strawberry or vanilla) 
• Cup of salt 
• Ice cubes to half fill the tub 
• Water to rinse the bag 
• Spoon 
• Digital thermometer 

  

 

 
1. Put the milk, cream and Nesquik into the bag. Seal it, whilst carefully removing 

as much air as possible from the bag. 
2. Half fill the container with ice cubes 
3. Pour the cup of salt on top of the ice. 
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4. Place the bag with milk on top of the ice. Seal the tub securely. 
5. Put on gloves. 
6. Lift up the container and shake gently for 2 minutes. 
7. Remove your gloves and the lid 
8. Take out the bag – with the now frozen ice cream –and unroll. Rinse the opening 

with water if it looks as though salt has managed to sneak in – we don’t want 
our ice cream to be tainted with salt! 

9. At this stage sprinkles of your choice can be added. 
10. Grab your spoon and enjoy! 

 

 

Pure water freezes, or melts, at 0 oC and boils at 100 oC. 
So, between 0 oC and   100 oC, water exists in the liquid 
state, whose molecules are provided with enough heat 
energy and hence kinetic (movement) energy to move 
around, but not enough energy to break the relatively 
loose, ‘sticky’, bonds between them. When you pour 
liquids into containers you will notice that they all flow 
and change shape to fit the dimensions of the base of 
any container you may put them in. The shape of a 
liquid takes the shape of its container but its volume, at 
specific temperatures and pressure, always remains the 
same; you can test this by pouring a liquid into lots of 
different shaped measuring jugs: tall, thin, wide and short. 
 
However, when the temperature is lowered to below 0 oC, the molecules cease to 
move around, they vibrate only, and then form the crystalline structure of ice, in 
which the molecules are held together by stronger, ‘stickier’, bonds.    
 
When any substance freezes, the particles within it arrange themselves into an 
orderly pattern.  This arrangement is called a crystal.  When table or rock salt (sodium 
chloride NaCl) is added to water, a saline solution is formed and the forming of this 
solution interferes with the orderly arrangement of the particles in the crystal.  The 
result of this is an increase in heat energy required to be removed from the solution 
before freezing can occur i.e. the solution freezes at a much lower temperature than 
0 oC.  Salt acts as a freezing point depressant. 
 
The movement energy of the molecules in a substance is related to the temperature.  
If the molecules initially have a lot of kinetic (movement) energy and we then 
remove heat from the substance, the molecules will then also lose kinetic energy; 
the less kinetic energy they have the lower is the temperature; so, by adding salt to 
the water more heat energy must be removed before the solution can freeze, and 
furthermore, the more particles of salt added, the more kinetic energy must be  
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removed from the solution before it freezes; the greater the concentration of the 
salt (solute) the lower the freezing point of the water (solvent). 
 
Rock salt is better that table salt because large crystals dissolve more slowly than 
small crystals.  This allows time for the ice cream to freeze more evenly – it will be 
smoother.  For a solution of table salt in water, under controlled laboratory 
conditions, the freezing point of water has been measured at -21 oC.  In the ‘real’ 
world say on pathways, roads and steps leading up to front doors; sodium chloride 
can melt ice down to -15 oC. 
 
Ice has to absorb heat energy in order to melt, in this demonstration; the heat energy 
is absorbed from the milk, the surrounding air and the hands holding the bag. When 
you add the salt to the ice, it lowers the freezing point of the water-salt solution. To 
melt the newly formed ice which is at a temperature now less than 0 oC, even more 
energy has to be absorbed from the environment in order to make it melt. The newly 
formed ice is now colder than before, which is how your milk mixture freezes into 
ice-cream so quickly and it is for this reason that hands need to be protected from 
frost bite.  
 
Some parts of the world experience very cold winters and temperatures. On a daily 
basis, they have temperatures very much below 0 oC. In these conditions, you can’t 
add salt to the roads and pathways because there is  
no liquid water present to initially dissolve the salt and cause it to dissociate i.e., go 
from one NaCl molecule into two ions: Na+ and Cl-.  
 
Sodium Chloride, NaCl, isn’t the only salt used in de-icing, nor is it necessarily the 
best choice. NaCl dissolves into two types of particles; one Na+ ion and one Cl - - ion 
per sodium chloride molecule. A compound that yields more ions into a water 
solution would lower the freezing point even more. For example, calcium chloride, 
CaCl2, dissolves into three ions one Ca2+ ion and two Cl - ions. The lowest street 
measured temperature using calcium chloride is -29 oC as compared with the -15 oC 
for sodium chloride.  

 

 
John Dunlop was born on a farm in North Ayrshire and became an inventor and 
veterinary surgeon who settled in Ireland in 1867. In 1887, he developed the first 
practical pneumatic or inflatable tyre for his son’s tricycle. He put rubber tubes filled 
with air inside around the wheel rims of his son’s trike. The tubes made cycling more  
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comfortable and faster, but their greatest impact was on the new automobile. 
Without Dunlop’s pneumatic tyre, the motor car might never have become popular. 
 

 
 Two years after inventing the air-filled tyre Dunlop found out that a Scottish inventor 

named Robert Thompson had already invented an inflatable tyre back in 1845, but 
no one paid much attention to it - so 43 years later we could say Dunlop reinvented 
the pneumatic tyre! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
• Balloon pump 
• Balloons x 2 
• Paper plates x 2 
• Double sided stickers x 8 
• Pipe cleaners’ x 10 
• Plastic tubing 
• Ping pong balls x 2 
• Wiggly eyes x 2 

 

 
1. Attached a balloon to the clear plastic tubing with a small band or tie. 
2. Push the open end of the tube onto the balloon pump. 
3. Inflate the balloon. How many pumps are needed to burst the balloon?! 
4. Attach the 2nd balloon to the tubing. We now know how many pumps not to 

use!  
5. Collect 3 double sided stickers. Peel off one side and stick 2 of them 3 cm apart 

on the rim of the plate – These are used to join the two plates together. 
6. The last sticky tab is to help keep the plastic tubing secure inside the monster’s 

mouth – place this just above the 2 on the edge about 2 cm above them. The 3 
stickers should make a triangular shape. Use the  

7. sticky tab now to attach tube just below the point where the balloon is on the 
tube. 

8. Turn the 2nd plate over and using sticky tabs attach the ping pong eyes on to the 
plate.  

9. Stick the top and bottom plates together using the 2 sticky tabs on the rim of 
the plate. 

10. Attach the wiggly eyes to the ping pong balls. 
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11. Attach the pipe cleaners to your monsters using the stickers. Are they legs? 

Teeth? Antennae? Arms? Hair?  
12. Now join the other end of the tube to the balloon pump and make your monster 

smile! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Forces acting on an object can make the object do one, some, or all of the following 
6 force actions:  

1. Start to move   
2. Speed up   
3. Slow down   
4. Stop moving   
5. Change direction   
6. Change shape   

 
Balloons are fantastic toys which allow us to easily illustrate energy changes, motion 
as well as the properties of materials.  
When you start blowing into a balloon the balloon starts to get bigger, the skin starts 
to stretch to facilitate the added air, the air pressure inside the balloon increases. 
Potential energy is stored in this stretched rubber.  
We can use this energy to demonstrate the Law of Conservation of Energy:  
 
Energy cannot be created or destroyed just changed from one form to another.  
 
If you just keep blowing into the balloon there will come a point when the pressure 
inside the balloon is too high for the rubber material to support. The skin weakens 
rapidly and the balloon bursts. The stored potential energy is converted mainly into 
sound energy but also into the kinetic energy of the moving pieces of the broken 
balloon and a little bit of heat energy.  
 
If you have students who are really scared of loud noises you could just blow up the 
balloon and release it, rocket balloons are specially made for this activity and make 
lots of noise as they fly around the room gradually getting smaller and smaller.  
 
As they move they sometimes gain height, which means they gain gravitational 
potential energy, this is converted back into motion energy as they fall again.   
 
When you let go of the neck of the balloon why does the balloon move forwards? 
For a body to move there needs to be resultant force acting on that body in the 
direction of the motion. What pushes the balloon forwards? It is not, as some text 
books say, the air leaving the neck of the balloon. That gas is moving in the opposite  
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direction and pushes on the gas molecules in the air behind it. It is moving in the 
opposite direction to the direction the balloon is moving in!! So how can it push the  
balloon forward? The answer is it can’t! So, what does?  
 
The pressure due to the collisions of 
the many billions of molecules in the 
balloon acts in all directions equally. 
However, when you open the neck of 
the balloon the pressure now does not 
act equally. The gas molecules moving 
forwards inside the balloon are now 
not balanced by the backward moving 
molecules, which means you have a 
resultant force acting forwards, so the 
balloon will move forwards.  
 
The balloon moves forwards due to the resultant force from the air molecules still 
trapped inside of it! 

 

 
Bland's uncle Robert sent her a postcard of the Blériot monoplane from Paris, 
inspiring her to take up flying. At this point, no one in Ireland had yet made a powered 
flight – the first would be Harry Ferguson, in December – and to make an aircraft 
would involve building it herself. Her late uncle, General William James Smythe, an 
astronomer and member of the Royal Society, had provided the house with a fully 
fitted workshop, and after some background reading on the Wright brothers, Bland 
successfully built a flyable model biplane 
 

 
 

 
From this, she progressed to a full-scale 
glider, which was built from spruce, bamboo 
and canvas, and completed early in 1910. 
The resulting Mayfly was tested by gliding it 
from Carnmoney Hill, being progressively 
strengthened and tested with heavier loads, 
until Bland felt it was strong enough to take 
an engine. She  
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ordered a light 20 horsepower two-stroke engine from A. V. Roe & Co., and after 
some delays brought it to Carnmoney in July. 
 

The horizontally opposed two-cylinder engine achieved 20 horsepower at 1000 rpm. 
Bland was eager to test the engine-powered aircraft before its petrol tank was ready, 
so she improvised: an empty whisky bottle was used instead, with Bland's deaf aunt's 
ear trumpet as the engine hose. This construction was not quite a success—the 
engine's vibrations compromised the security of the plane's nuts, bolts, and struts, 
and Bland's flight would have to wait. 
 

After miserable weather, the first successful flight was made at Randalstown in late 
August, a short hop off the ground. 
Not only did this make Bland the 
first woman to fly an aircraft in 
Ireland, but the Mayfly also 
became the first powered biplane 
in Ireland. She continued 
experimenting with further flights, 
mostly around thirty feet (ten 
metres) in length, sometimes 
requiring examination of the ground to identify when the Mayfly had actually lifted 
off. It was clear, however, that the aircraft was not capable of much more, and would 
not cope with a larger engine. She began to plan an improved version, and offered 
examples for sale at £250 apiece plus engine to fund further development. 
 

• 1 Drinking Straw 
• Stiff paper, File card or Index card 
• Scissors 
• Tape 

 
1. Take a sheet of stiff paper and cut it into 3 pieces. Each piece measuring 12.5 

cm long and 2.5 cm wide. 
2. Take one piece of stiff paper and curl it to overlap its end edges and tape them 

together to form a small hoop required for glider. 
3. Take two other pieces of stiff paper and tape their end edges together to make 

a long strip. Curl this long strip to overlap its two end edges and tape them 
together to form second hoop of larger size. 

4. Tape the two hoops that you made in previous steps to the straw. One hoop 
at one end of straw and the other hoop to the other end. The straw should be 
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kept inside of the hoops at the time of taping and make sure that both hoops 
are aligned see the diagram. 

5. That’s it! Your glider is ready. 
 
When you want to launch your hoop glider, just hold it in the middle of straw and 
throw it in the air like you do with a paper plane. 
 
NOTE: Both hoops should be on the top when you hold the straw and smaller hoop 
facing should be in the direction of your throw at the time of launch. 

Understanding how things fly begins by learning about the Four Forces of 
Flight.  
 
When an airplane flies, the wing is designed to provide 
enough Lift to overcome the airplane’s Weight, while the 
engine provides enough Thrust to overcome Drag and move 
the airplane forward. And the Thrust of a rocket engine 
overcomes the Weight of the object to move the rocket 
forward. 
 
Increasing the weight of an aircraft affects the amount of lift needed. In turn, 
a larger wing would provide more lift, but that would increase the amount of 
drag and therefore increase the amount of thrust needed. The forces of flight 
are interconnected, and a change in one affects the others. 
A hoop glider is a homemade paper aircraft that uses the four forces of 
flight to fly, much like a paper airplane. Curved surfaces on top of the glider 
help generate lift. An aerodynamic shape reduces drag. Gravity pulls the glider 
toward the ground and your arm provides thrust! 
Two hoops in this glider are used to keep the straw balanced in the air while 
flying. Small size hoop keeps the glider from turning and big hoop creates air 
resistance which keeps the straw levelled. 
 

1. Try to change the length of straw and see what happens. 

2. Find out! What happens, when number of hoops is increased? Try 
using first 3 hoops than 4. 
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 ‘Harry’ Ferguson was an Irish engineer and inventor who is best known for his 
role in the development of the modern agricultural tractor, for being the first 
person in Britain or Ireland to build and fly his own plane, and for developing 
the first four-wheel drive Formula One car, the Ferguson P99. 

The exploits of the Wright 
Brothers (the first people to fly, 
1903) fascinated the young Harry 
Ferguson. At two of the many air 
shows and exhibitions he 
subsequently visited he took 
measurements from the aircraft 
there. On his return to Belfast he 
persuaded his brother Joe that it 
would be good for their garage 
business to build and fly planes. Finally, on 31 December 1909 Ferguson made 
his first flight – a grand distance of 130 yards. The plane’s wingspan was 32 ft.  

 

 

 

In 1917 Ferguson invented a plough which could be rigidly attached to a Model 
T Ford car this was the beginning of a 21-year journey of engineering genius 
which ended with him demonstrating, in 1938, his latest tractor to Henry Ford.  

In 1928, he invented the 3-point linkage which allowed implements such as 
ploughs to be mounted onto tractors (rather than towing them which at times 
caused injury to farmers as if the plough turned over in a ditch it took the 
tractor with it!) and using hydraulics to raise and lower that implement 
Ferguson revolutionised agriculture. The 3-point linkage went on to become 
the key design feature of tractors and enabled tractors worldwide to carry a 
vast array of implements with improved safety and traction. 

The remarkable creation of the Ferguson Formula four-wheel drive system 
began shortly after World War II.
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Ferguson had always loved the world of motorsport and had a vision of creating 
a four-wheel drive system with the purpose of improving road safety. He 
decided the way to prove the importance of 
four-wheel drive and anti-skid braking was to 
demonstrate it on a successful Formula 1 car. 

In 1950 designer Claude Hill, Brooklands Riley 
racer, Fred Dixon and Tony Rolt 24 hour le 
Mans winner, teamed up with Ferguson to 
start development on what was later to 
become the world’s only Formula 1 winning 
four-wheel drive car – Project 99  

 

• 500 ml plastic bottle 
• Straws long x 2 
• Straws short x 2 
• Large (70 mm) back wheels 
• Small (40 mm) front wheels 
• Selection of balloons 
• Doweling (4 mm & 3 mm) axles 

x 2 
• Labels to decorate 
• Measuring tape 
• Timer 
• Double sided sticky tabs 

 • You need a long straw, a balloon and a cable tie. 
• Attach the balloon to the straw using a cable tie. Use the straw to blow 

the balloon up. DO NOT BURST THE BALLOON. Pinch the end of the straw 
closed before taking it out of your mouth. Release the pinch and feel the 
air leaving the straw on your face. 
 

• Push the open end of the straw down through the hole in the side of the 
bottle and carefully push it out through the opening at the top of the 
bottle. 

• Blow the balloon up. Place the bottle (chassis) on the floor. Does the 
tractor move? 
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• What forces are acting on your tractor? 
• What needs to be added to make it run more freely? 
 

• Slide the thin axle through one of the short straws. Push the two small 
plastic wheels on to the ends of the axle. Push it along the table to make 
sure it runs in a straight line. These are the front wheels. 

• Slide the thicker axle through the second short straw. Push the two large 
wooden wheels on to the ends. Push it along the table to make sure it runs 
in a straight line. These are the back wheels. 

• Using the sticky tabs attached your axle housings to the underneath of 
your tractor. 

• Blow up your balloon and race your tractor! 
 

• Does changing the balloon size make any difference to the speed or 
distance that your tractor travels? 

• Does changing the diameter of the straw make any difference to the speed 
or distance that your tractor travels? 

• What equipment do you need to test how far your tractor moves? 
• What equipment do you need to find out how fast your tractor is moving? 
• What changes have you had to make to your design to make sure your 

tractor runs in a straight line? 
 

 

Although the tractor racer seems simple, there are many challenging 
complexities in its operation. In principle, the less mass the tractor has, the 
greater its acceleration will be. Generally, heavy racers do less well than lighter 
racers. 

The positioning of the wheel bases 
will also affect the movement of the 
tractor. Have they been placed 
parallel? Are they too close 
together? Too far apart? What 
happens if smaller and/or longer 
bottles are used? 

 The longer length may provide a 
straighter path, but the extra weight 
may cause it to travel a shorter 
distance. 
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 Martin was born in County Down. He established his own engineering firm in 1929. In 
1934, he founded the Martin-Baker aircraft manufacturing company with his friend 
Captain Valentine Baker. During World War 2 the firm was approached by the Ministry 
of Defence and asked to investigate ejection systems for high-speed fighter aircraft. 

 

 

In military aircraft, an ejection seat is a system designed to rescue the pilot or other 
crew of an aircraft in an emergency, by ejecting them out of the aircraft. (Before this, 
the only means of escape from a damaged aircraft was to jump clear.) 

After investigating alternative schemes, it soon became apparent that the most 
attractive means would be by forced ejection of the seat with the occupant sitting in it, 
and that the most effective means of doing this would be by an explosive charge! The 
Martin-Baker ejection seat was then born. 

The first test of the ejector seat was held in 1945 using a crash test dummy. Later in 
1946 the first live test subject, Bernard Lynch, was launched in the air landing without 
injury. 

• Safety Screen 
• Safety Glasses 
• Large coffee tin or paint tin with a metal lid 
• Drill with a drill bit slightly bigger than the width 

of the funnel tube. 
• Small funnel – 2-3 cm diameter 
• Tea light candle x 2 
• Icing sugar, dry, large teaspoonful is required for 

each demonstration 
• Rubber tubing 1.5 - 2 m in length 
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1. Drill a hole 2 cm up from the base of the tin can. It should be just wide enough to 
push the tube end of the funnel through. 

2. Place 1 teaspoon of icing sugar into the funnel; carefully place it inside the can and 
push the funnel tube out through the end trying not to spill the sugar. 

3. Push the tube onto the end of the funnel – if you don’t have tubes in school they 
are easily bough online or in aquatic stores. 

4. Place the safety guard between the can and the audience. 
5. Put on safety glasses. 
6. Light 1 or 2 tea light candles and place them in the can opposite the funnel. 
7. Push the lid onto the tin so that it just fits snuggly. The more tightly it is pushed the 

more force is required to send it flying. 
8. Standing 1 m away from the tin. Place the tube into your mouth and blow down 

the tube with as much force as you can. 
9. The sugar dust will fill the can and will be ignited by the candle flame. 
10. If you have an old stomp rocket you can attach the tube to the funnel and push the 

air down the tube by pressing on the pad filled with air. 
 

 

Icing sugar is sprayed into the flame of a candle burning inside a large tin can with the 
lid on. The resulting small explosion caused by rapid combustion of the icing sugar 
blows the lid off the tin. The reaction dramatically illustrates the conversion of the 
chemical energy stored in foodstuffs into heat and other forms of energy. It can also be 
used to show the effect of surface area on the rate of chemical reaction and is an 
excellent demonstration to highlight the dangers of ejection seats! 
 
It's important for many types of aircraft to have an ejection seat in case the plane is 
damaged in battle or during testing and the pilot has to bail out to save his or her life.  
 
Ejection seats are one of the most complex pieces of equipment on any aircraft, and 
some consist of thousands of parts. The purpose of the ejection seat is simple: To lift 
the pilot straight out of the aircraft to a safe distance, then deploy a parachute to allow 
the pilot to land safely on the ground. 
 
To understand how an ejection seat works, you must first be familiar with the basic 
components in any ejection system. Everything has to perform properly in a split second 
and in a specific sequence to save a pilot's life. If just one piece of critical equipment 
malfunctions, it could be fatal. 
 
Ejection seats are placed into the cockpit and usually attach to rails via a set of rollers 
on the edges of the seat. During an ejection, these rails guide the seat out of the aircraft 
at a predetermined angle of ascent. Like any seat, the ejection seat's basic anatomy  
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consists of the bucket, back and headrest. Everything else is built around these main 
components. Here are key devices of an ejection seat: 

 
• Catapult 
• Rocket 
• Restraints 
• Parachute 
 
In the event of an ejection, the catapult fires the seat up the rails, 
the rocket fires to propel the seat higher and the parachute opens 
to allow for a safe landing. In some models, the rocket and catapult 

are combined into one device. These seats also double as restraint systems for the 
crewmembers both during an ejection and during normal operation. 
 
Ejection seats are just one part of a larger system called the assisted egress system. 
"Egress" means "a way out" or "exit." Another part of the overall egress system is the 
plane's canopy, which has to be jettisoned prior to the ejection seat being launched 
from the aircraft. Not all planes have canopies. Those that don't will have escape 
hatches built into the roof of the plane. These hatches blow just before the ejection 
seat is activated, giving crewmembers an escape portal. 
 

PHOTO COURTESY U.S. 

DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 

 
 
 
Seats are activated through different methods. Some have pull handles on the sides or 
in the middle of the seat. Others are activated when a crew member pulls a face curtain 
down to cover and protect his or her face.  
 
When a crewmember lifts the pull handle or yanks the face curtain down on the 
ejection seat, it sets off a chain of events that propels the canopy away from the plane 
and thrusts the crewmember safely out. Ejecting from a plane takes no more than four 
seconds from the time the ejection handle is pulled. The exact amount of time depends 
on the seat model and the crewmember's body weight. 
 
 
 
 

A pilot prepares to pull down  
the face curtain that will 
launch  
the ejection seat up the track 
 of the ejection-seat trainer. 
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Pulling the ejection handle on a seat sets off an explosive cartridge in the catapult gun, 
launching the ejection seat into the air. As the seat rides up the guide rails, a leg-
restraint system is activated. These leg restraints are designed to protect the 
crewmember's legs from getting caught or harmed by debris during the ejection. 
An under-seat rocket motor provides the force that lifts the crewmember to a safe 
height. 
 
• Prior to the ejection system launching, the canopy has to be jettisoned to allow the 

crewmember to escape the cockpit. There are at least three ways that the canopy 
or ceiling of the airplane can be blown to allow the crewmember to escape: 

• - Bolts that are filled with an explosive charge are detonated, 
detaching the canopy from the aircraft. Small rocket thrusters attached on the 
forward lip of the canopy push the transparency out of the way of the ejection 
path. 

• - To avoid the possibility of a crewmember colliding with a 
canopy during ejection, some egress systems are designed to shatter the canopy 
with an explosive. This is done by installing a detonating cord or an explosive 
charge around or across the canopy. When it explodes, the fragments of the 
canopy are moved out of the crewmember's path by the slipstream. 

• - Planes without canopies will have an explosive hatch. Explosive 
bolts are used to blow the hatch during an ejection. 
 

The seat, parachute and survival pack are also ejected from the plane along with the 
crewmember. Many seats have a rocket motor fixed underneath the seat. After the 
seat and crewmember have cleared the cockpit, this rocket will lift the crewmember 
another 30.5 to 61 m, depending on the crewmember's weight. This added propulsion 
allows the crewmember to clear the tail of the plane.  
 
 

The parachutes opening on a Martin-
Baker ejection seat during a test. The 
small parachute at the top is called the 
drogue parachute. 
 

PHOTO COURTESY NASA 
 

Once out of the plane, a drogue gun in the seat fires a metal slug that pulls a small  
parachute, called a drogue parachute, out of the top of the chair. This slows the 
person's rate of descent and stabilises the seat's altitude and trajectory. After a 
specified amount of time, an altitude sensor causes the drogue parachute to pull the 
main parachute from the pilot's chute pack. At this point, a seat-man-separator motor  
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fires and the seat falls away from the crewmember. The person then falls back to Earth 
as with any parachute landing. 
 

Ejecting from an airplane is a violent sequence of events that places the human body 
under an extreme amount of force. The primary factors involved in an aircraft ejection 
are the force and acceleration of the crewmember. To determine the force exerted on 
the person being ejected, we have to look at Newton's second law of motion, which 
states that the acceleration of an object depends on the force acting upon it and the 
mass of the object. Newton's second law is represented as: 
 

Regarding a crewmember ejecting from a plane, M equals his or her body mass plus the 
mass of the seat. A is equal to the acceleration created by the catapult and the under-
seat rocket.

Acceleration is measured in terms of G, or gravity forces. Ejecting from an aircraft is in 
the 5-G to 20-G range, depending on the type of ejection seat. 1 G is equal to the force 
of Earth's gravity and determines how much we weigh. One G of acceleration is equal 
to 9.8 m/s2.  
 

To determine the speed of the seat at any point in time, one solves the Newton 
equation knowing the force applied and the mass of the seat/occupant system. The 
only other factors that are needed are the time of the force to be applied and the initial 
velocity present (if any) 
 

The use of an ejection seat is always a last resort when an aircraft is damaged and the 
pilot has lost control. However, saving the lives of pilots is a higher priority than saving 
planes, and sometimes an ejection is required in order to save a life. 
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‘Frank’ Pantridge was a physician and cardiologist from Northern Ireland who 
transformed emergency medicine and paramedic services. In the 1960’s he realised 
that many people were dying unnecessarily because they typically experienced 
cardiac arrest at home, work, or in some other public place. By the time, they’d been 
taken to a hospital where there was a defibrillator to kick-start their heart, it was 
already too late to save them. To solve this problem Pantridge developed the first 
‘portable’, battery-powered defibrillator in 1965. These devices were very large (70 
kg) but could be carried round in ambulances. 

When someone collapses with a cardiac arrest, their heart can go into a kind of 
quivering limbo called fibrillation. One of the most effective ways to get it going again 
is with a sudden powerful electric shock- and that’s the lifesaving job a defibrillator 
does. There is a statue of ’Frank’ Pantridge outside Lisburn Conference Centre, Lagan 
Valley Island, County Antrim. 

 

 

A defibrillator is a device that gives a 
high energy electric shock to the 
heart through the chest wall to 
someone who is in a cardiac arrest. 

This high-energy shock is called 
defibrillation, and it’s an essential 
lifesaving step in the chain of survival. 

One of Partridges’ important insights 
was to realise that anyone could use 
a defibrillator with only very basic 
instruction; that eventually led to the 
development of the small, easy-to-
use, automated defibrillators 
(weighing just a couple of kilograms) 
that now are installed in their millions 
in public places around the world 

  

 
The body is made up of 90% water. This water 
has a lot of salt dissolved in it which makes it 
an excellent electrical conductor.  

This saline solution is needed to perform the 
electrical conductivity between the synapsual 
cells in the brain, and from cell to cell in the 
body.  
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Today portable defibrillators are among the many very important tools carried by 
ambulances. There are also many defibrillators in public places such as train stations, 
shopping centres, airports and leisure centres. Do you have one in your school? 

 • 2 x motor tags 
• 1 x 1.5 V battery 
• 1 battery holder with a switch  
• 1 large plastic beaker 
• Double sided tape x 10 
• 1.5 V motor  
• Motor mount 
• Off centered cam 
• Art and craft materials for decoration 

 

 

1. Push the yellow off-centre mass onto the metal point section on the front of the 
motor. Make sure you use the hole on the outer edge, not the one in the middle. 

2. Push the motor into the motor mount.  
3. Push the battery into the battery holder. Flat side of the battery is the negative 

end, this fits onto the spring section.  
4. Slip a motor tag on to the red wire. Thread the metal part of the wire into one of 

the motors connectors. Pull the motor tag over the connector. This will secure the 
wire in place. Metal must be touching metal. 

5. Repeat this process using the second tag to attach the black wire to the opposite 
motor connector. 

6. Stick the motor to the top of the upside-down plastic cup or polystyrene bowl so 
that the yellow mass hangs over the edge - it needs to be able to spin freely. 

7. Attach double sided tape to the back of the battery holder and stick the holder to 
the body of your bug - on the opposite side to that of the motor – this is to keep 
the bug stable. If you want to you could attach it horizontally so that it looks like a 
mouth. 

8. Move the switch to the ON position. What happens? 
 
Now decorate your vibrating toy! 
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• A complete circuit, including a battery, is needed to make a device work. If there 
is a break in the circuit the flow of electricity will stop. 

• Circuits need a source of electrical energy such as that provided by a battery or 
power supply. 

• In physics, we tend to generally talk of electricity as being a flow of billions of 
negatively charged particles, called electrons, along wires; however, the flow of 
charged particles, positive or negative is electricity and is also explored in 
chemistry e.g. in electroplating. 

• Electrons have moving energy. They can get this energy from the chemical 
reaction taking place in a battery. When all of the chemicals have reacted, we say 
the battery is ‘dead’. There is no push on the ‘free’ electrons in the circuit. 

• Some batteries can have their chemical reaction producing electricity reversed 
thus allowing them to be used again. These batteries are expensive to buy but 
save money in the long run and are better for the environment. 

• Electricity can be thought of as ‘energy passing down a wire’. This energy is 
invisible but we can learn to use and control it.  

• A switch is a means of opening or closing a circuit (i.e. completing a circuit). 
• Devices such as bulbs, buzzers and motors require electricity to make them work. 
• A battery pushes electrical charge around a complete circuit. 
• The more power used (higher voltage) the more push is exerted on the electrons. 

More electrons leave the battery per second, hence more energy is available to 
be used by the components in the circuit, i.e. a lamp will shine more brightly. The 
rate of energy leaving a new battery is constant.  

• Each component added into the circuit uses energy; so the more components 
added (in series) the less energy each of them have to work. This is the reason 
why a single bulb, lit by a single battery, in a circuit shines more brightly than two 
bulbs in series. The energy used for one is shared between the two.  For the two 
bulbs to shine as brightly as one the voltage needs to be doubled i.e. two batteries 
would have to be used. 

• Electricity only travels (at standard temperature and pressure) through certain 
solid conductive materials such as metals and carbon (the only non-metal to 
conduct electricity). Materials that allow electricity to flow easily through them, 
and can form part of an electrical circuit, are called electrical conductors. Non-
conductive materials are called insulators. 

• Some materials which do not usually conduct electricity can be made to do so if 
there is a rise in temperature or an increase in pressure. The added energy into 
the system is enough to free electrons which are normally tightly bonded to their 
atoms. Examples being thermistors and piezo electric crystals. 

• Pure water cannot conduct electricity; but the water available at home has salts 
dissolved in it and hence will conduct electricity!!! The salts are picked up on the 
waters journey from the top of mountains down to the valleys. Some  
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areas have more salts in the land than others – hence the terms heavy and soft 
water. Regions which have a lot of limestone, say, will find it difficult to get a 
lather using soap and, lime scale builds up on the inside of pipes. This can cause 
a lot of problems in machines such as dishwashers, kettles and washing machines. 
When salts dissolve in water they split into positive and negative ions. A potential 
difference across them will cause them to move, resulting in a flow of electricity. 

• Air is an insulator but, as with all non-conductors, if the potential difference 
(voltage) across it is large enough its physical properties will change allowing 
electricity to flow through it. Sparks and lightning are an example of this. 

 
The word "circuit" sounds like "circle," and a circuit needs to be complete like a circle 
to work. The wires have to go from the power source to the device and back again, so 
that the electrons can go out and come back.  
 
Many circuits have a switch so that they can be turned on and off. When the switch is 
off, it makes a gap in the circuit and the electrons are not able to cross that gap hence 
they can’t flow around the circuit. When the switch is turned on, it closes the gap and 
the electricity is able to move and make the device work. An electric circuit is in many 
ways similar to your circulatory system. Your blood vessels, arteries, veins and 
capillaries are like the wires in a circuit. The blood vessels carry the flow of blood 
through your body. The wires in a circuit carry the electric current to various parts of 
an electrical or electronic system.  
 
Your heart is the pump that drives the blood circulation in the body. It provides the 
force or pressure for blood to circulate. The blood circulating through the body 
supplies various organs, like your muscles, brain and digestive system. A battery or 
generator produces voltage; the force that drives current through the circuit.  
Take the simple case of an electric light. Two wires connect to the light. For electrons 
to do their job in producing light there must be a complete circuit so they can flow 
through the light bulb and then back out.  
 

 
  

• Range of household items e.g. 
• Pens, pencils, keys, hammer, 

screwdriver, spoon, toys etc. 
• Labels: ‘Conducts’ ‘Insulates’ 

‘Conducts and Insulates’ 
 

 

 
By simply touching the cosmic ball's metal strips (electrodes), the ball becomes a mini 
light and sound show; it emits a red light and creates a buzzing sound. Even though it 
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is sold as a toy, this toy allows us to safely demonstrate conductivity, connectivity and 
electrical currents.  
 
To begin with choose 4 students to join you in demonstrating this amazing cosmic ball.  

 

Let them know they will be human wires and to connect them together they have to 
hold hands. Choose two to stop holding hands – break the circuit. Place the ball in one 
of their hands in a manner that their thumb is touching just one of the metal 
electrodes. Ask the other to form a fist and then point with one finger. They are to use 
that finger to touch the other electrode. As soon as they do this the ball will start to 
flash and make crazy noises. 
 

It is very important that these two students do not touch each other otherwise they 
will cause a short circuit which cause the ball to emit light and sound continuously – it 
removes the others from the demonstration. 
 

Now ask the other two students to stop holding hands. The ball stops working. 
Touching hands again acts as the on/off switch in a circuit.  
 

Now ask them to stop holding hands again and place the wooden part of a hammer 
between their hands; the ball doesn’t work. Wood is an electrical insulator. Then ask 
them to hold the metal head of the hammer; the ball lights and buzzes again. Metals 
are conductors.  
 

What happens if they pull their sleeve over their hand? Clothes behave in exactly the 
same way that the plastic coating covering our wires does. These materials are 
insulators. 
 

Organise the class into small groups and get them to test a range of objects on their 
tables and then classify them as insulators and conductors. Some objects such as the 
hammer and scissors will be both insulating materials (plastic, wood etc. and 
conducting materials (metal the graphite in pencils conduct electricity). This is a good 
point for discussion.  
 

Group demonstrations are always fun. Try connecting everyone in the room by 
holding hands to create the biggest electrical current.  
 
 
An electric circuit is like a pathway made of wires that electrons can flow through. A 
battery or other power source gives the force (voltage) that makes the electrons 
move. When the electrons get to a device like a light bulb, your computer, or a 
refrigerator, they give it the power to make it work.  
 

The word "circuit" sounds like "circle," and a circuit needs to be complete like a circle  
 
to work. The wires have to go from the power source to the device and back again, so 
that the electrons can go out and come back.  
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Many circuits have a switch so that they can be turned on and off. When the switch is 
off, it makes a gap in the circuit and the electrons are not able to cross that gap hence 
they can’t flow around the circuit. When the switch is turned on, it closes the gap and 
the electricity is able to move and make the device work. An electric circuit is in many 
ways similar to your circulatory system. Your blood vessels, arteries, veins and 
capillaries are like the wires in a circuit. The blood vessels carry the flow of blood 
through your body. The wires in a circuit carry the electric current to various parts of 
an electrical or electronic system.  
 
Your heart is the pump that drives the blood circulation in the body. It provides the 
force or pressure for blood to circulate. The blood circulating through the body 
supplies various organs, like your muscles, brain and digestive system. A battery or 
generator produces voltage; the force that drives current through the circuit.  
Take the simple case of an electric light. Two wires connect to the light. For electrons 
to do their job in producing light there must be a complete circuit so they can flow 
through the light bulb and then back out.  
 
In this and my Technology Rocks Show and my teacher training sessions, I use a cosmic 
ball to help illustrate the fact that for electricity to flow we need (1) a complete circuit 
and (2) the components in the circuit need to be conductors of electricity.  
 
Electricity is a basic part of nature and it is one of our most widely used forms of 
energy.  It is a source of energy that has allowed us, in only 100 years, to make such 
huge technological advances that today we treat this source of energy with 
nonchalant disregard.  
 
The historical story behind the scientists who have, over the past 100 years, 
discovered and developed the uses of electricity, embraces many countries and is a 
wonderful example of people working together and learning from each other. We get 
electricity, which is a secondary energy source, from the conversion of other  
sources of energy, like coal, natural gas, oil, nuclear power and other natural sources, 
which are called primary sources such as the sun and wind.  
 
Many cities and towns were built alongside waterfalls (a primary source of mechanical 
energy) that turned water wheels to perform work. Before electricity generation 
began slightly over 100 years ago, houses were lit with kerosene lamps, food was 
cooled in iceboxes, and rooms were warmed by wood-burning or coal-burning stoves.  
 
Beginning with Benjamin Franklin's experiment with a kite one stormy night in 
Philadelphia, the principles of electricity gradually became understood. In the mid-
1800s, Thomas Edison changed everyone's life -- he perfected his invention -- the 
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electric light bulb. Prior to 1879, electricity had been used in arc lights for outdoor 
lighting. Edison's invention used electricity to bring indoor lighting to our homes. 

 

  
 

Armstrong was an American astronaut and the first person to walk on the moon. 
He was also an aerospace engineer, naval aviator, test pilot and university 
professor. 
 
Armstrong is a ‘border reiver’ name 
which comes from the land between 
Carlisle and Dumfries, Scotland. The 
Armstrong’s came to Fermanagh in 
the early 17th century during the 
Plantation of Ulster. 
 

 

 

Along with Michael Collins and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin, Neil Armstrong was part of 
NASA’s first manned mission to the moon. The trio were launched into space on 15th 
July, 1969.  Serving as the mission’s commander, Armstrong piloted the Lunar 
Module to the moon’s surface on 20th July, 1969, with Buzz Aldrin aboard. After 
setting foot on the moon he famously uttered the quote “That’s one small step for 
man, one giant leap for mankind.” 

On May 6th 1968, Armstrong narrowly 
escaped with his life when he was forced 
to eject from the Lunar Landing Research 
Vehicle in which he was 
training.  Armstrong punched-out only 60 
m above ground level and spent just 4 
seconds in the parachute before safely 
landing. So, Armstrong in advertently 
owed his life to another Ulster Scot, James 
Martin, who invented the ejector seat.  
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• Film canister with a snug-fitting lid 
• Some water  
• Blu-tac 
• Stop watch 
• Lots of old newspapers – to cover 

floor and tables 
• Measuring cylinders (5 ml or 10 ml) 
• Vitamin C tablets or Alka-Seltzer 

tablets  
• Safety glasses – these could be sun 

glasses or swimming goggles 
• Lots of assistants 

 

 
Place an Alka-Seltzer or Vitamin C tablet into a glass of water. What do you see? 
The tablet fizzes, it dissolves and, in the process, makes bubbles. What is inside the 
bubbles? 
 
A solid tablet it placed into a liquid a reaction takes place and the gas carbon 
dioxide is formed. 
 
Give each of your assistants a film canister or Vitamin C canister, some water, blu-
tac and an effervescent tablet. Get them to stand their canisters upright with the 
lids off.  The effervescent tablets are to be broken into quarters and one piece stuck 
on the lid using a very small piece of blu-tac. How could you measure the amount 
of tablet used more accurately? 
 
Now a small amount of water is to be poured into the canister. What could be used 
to make sure the same amount of water is used each time? 
 

 
Get them all to fit the lids onto the canisters at the same time. The reaction will not 
take place until the canisters are turned over and the water touches the tablet. The 
next stage is best done outside in the yard, if this is not possible move to a room 
which has high ceilings and place newspaper on the floor to mop up the liquid which 
is expelled from the rockets. 
 
At a count of 3 get them all to turn their canisters upside down so that the lid is 
touching the ground, have them stand back. Using the stop watches time how long 
it takes for the rockets to lift off. 
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Now set them a challenge in which there needs to be a 40 second delay – or 
whatever time you want to set - between the priming of the film canister rocket and 
lift off!  To do this they will have to answer the above questions! 
 

Once turned over tell your science investigators that no one is to place 
their heads over the top of the canisters as they take off at great speeds and could 
injure their faces – if their rockets don’t explode they are to approach the canister 
from the side and carefully separate the lid from the container and then start again. 
This experiment is best carried out outside.  
 

 
When an Alka-Seltzer or vitamin C tablet (the effervescent tablets) dissolves in 
water, a chemical change takes place and carbon dioxide gas is formed, this causes 
the fizz. Alka-Seltzer and Vitamin C tablets contain sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3), a 
base, and citric acid (C6H8O7), an acid.  
 
In the solid tablet the acid and base do not react; the atoms are tightly bound in a 
crystalline structure and hence cannot react with each other.  But when placed in 
water the tablet dissolves and the chemicals are free to move around, with the 
result that the sodium bicarbonate reacts with the citric acid in an acid-base 
neutralisation reaction. 
 

The tablets can be broken into small pieces, or can even be crushed to become a 
powder, thus the amount of tablet and particle size can be investigated. The volume 
of water can also be investigated. 
 
In the closed container, the newly formed CO2 gas mixes with the air that was 
already in the canister. The pressure inside the container builds up because more 
and more gas particles are hitting the sides of the container. This pressure acts in all 
directions and builds up until the force is large enough to separate the canister from 
its lid. The gas rushes out, making a whoosh sound. 
 
The film canisters can be propelled up to heights of about 5 m! – The height reached 
is dependent on how tightly the lid fits the canister.  This experiment can be used 
to help illustrate Newton’s Third Law of Motion. This law states that for every action 
there is an equal and opposite reaction; the ‘rocket’ travels upwards with a force 
that is equal and opposite to the downward force of the propelling the water, gas 
and lid.  
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The ‘rocket’ lifts off because it is acted upon by an unbalanced force (Newton’s ‘First 
Law’). This unbalanced force which causes the lid to blow off is due to the increased 
pressure due to the gas formed in the canister. The amount of force is directly 
proportional to the mass of water and gas expelled from the canister and how fast 
it accelerates (Newton’s ‘Second Law’). Phew… lots of science here! 
 

: If you decide to turn this demonstration into an investigation your 
assistants will need to ensure they understand they can only change one variable at 
a time. 
 
Before you do the experiment get them to come up with their own ideas on what 
they need to change to make the reaction speed up or slow down. Some examples 
could be (these are the variables): 
 
1. amount of tablet (i.e. all, ¾, ½, ¼) 
2. volume of water 
3. temperature of water 
4. container size 
5. particle size (large pieces of tablet or powder samples) 

 
To ensure that they all start the experiment at the same time the tablets are 
attached to the film canister lids with blu-tac, whilst the water is poured into the 
canister itself. If powder is used, pour the water in to the canister then place a very 
thin sheet of tissue paper over the open top; carefully add the powder to the tissue 
paper making sure none drops into the water. Put on the lid to secure the tissue 
paper in place. 
 
Your young science investigators can work on their own or in small groups. When 
everyone in the group is ready to start – have one of them do a count down so that 
they all turn their canisters over at the same time.  
 
Use the template below to design a casing for your canister so that it looks more 
like a Space Rocket. 
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